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Search Sheets for OPACs on the Internet
Use this student edition for classroom and home
study, even for a pop quiz. You can have meaningful
fun studying American Democracy as you word
search the: Declaration of Independence, Articles of
Confederation, and Constitution. Read the words of
George Washington, our 1st president, as to how our
government should be set up.As you word search
discover the mighty Civil War words of Abraham
Lincoln as you word search his essential:
Emancipation Proclamation, Gettysburg Address, and
Presidential Inaugural speeches study history in a
whole new fun wayTable of Contents Declaration of
IndependenceArticles of Confederation (AoC)The
Constitution of the United StatesConstitutional
AmendmentsAmendments 1 thru 10 (Bill of
Rights)Constitutional Amendments 11 - 27George
Washington 1st Inaugural AddressLincoln's 1st
Inaugural AddressThe Emancipation ProclamationThe
Gettysburg AddressLincoln's 2nd Inaugural Address

Large Print Us Constitution Word Search
Fun!
Twenty-four hour-long lessons teach the
fundamentals of computer use, discussing PC
components, software, upgrading equipment, and
accessing and using the Internet
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The True Interpretation of the American
Civil War, and of England's Cotton
Difficulty
Sharpen students' critical-thinking and research skills
with this word research. Parents, students, and
teachers will love this history-based puzzle with
corresponding research questions. They're a great
way to practice higher-order thinking skills.

American History Word Researches: Civil
War 18631865
Prepared by Mary Ann Heiss of Kent State University,
this valuable resource for students includes chapter
summaries, chapter outlines, chronologies,
identifications, matching, multiple-choice, fill-in-theblank, questions for critical thought, and map
exercises. Available in two volumes.

American Wars Big Book Gr. 5-8
Sharpen students' critical-thinking and research skills
with this word research. Parents, students, and
teachers will love this history-based puzzle with
corresponding research questions. They're a great
way to practice higher-order thinking skills.

American History Word Researches:
Richard Nixon
A Fun and Meaningful Way to Discover the Roots of
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American Democracy from the beginnings in the
Revolution thru the Civil War. Now easy to read fun
word searching the Declaration of Independence,
Articles of Confederation and US Constitution.
Discover the powerful words of Abraham Lincoln as
you word search his Emancipation Proclamation,
Gettysburg Address, and Second Inaugural Address.
It's time to discover the US Constitution in a whole
new fun way for your family, friends, students and
immigrants.

U.S. History Puzzles, Grades 4 - 8
The sixteen essays in this volume, all previously
unpublished, address the little considered question of
the role played by religion in the American Civil War.
The authors show that religion, understood in its
broadest context as a culture and community of faith,
was found wherever the war was found. Comprising
essays by such scholars as Elizabeth Fox-Genovese,
Drew Gilpin Faust, Mark Noll, Reid Mitchell, Harry
Stout, and Bertram Wyatt-Brown, and featuring an
afterword by James McPherson, this collection marks
the first step towards uncovering this crucial yet
neglected aspect of American history.

Religion and the American Civil War
This Republic of Suffering
Sharpen students' critical-thinking and research skills
with this word research. Parents, students, and
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teachers will love this history-based puzzle with
corresponding research questions. They're a great
way to practice higher-order thinking skills.

Readers Theatre for African American
History
There's just too much black history to think you could
ever know enough. Did you ever think that AfricanAmerican history began in America? Ever wonder
about the thousands of years when African Kings and
Queens ruled vast empires and kingdoms with wealth
beyond measure? Ever wonder why the enslavement
of African people was so successful? Never be too
sure you know the answer to that question. Sure,
you've heard of the Underground Railroad, but what
about the Middle Passage? How much do you know
about HBCUs, the Divine Nine, or the Harlem
Renaissance? Did you ever think about just how many
black actors, athletes, comedians, composers,
dancers, and writers there are? Did you know that
there were organizations specifically for black
cardiologists, dentists, film makers, lawyers,
journalists, physicists, pilots, publishers, psychiatrists,
stock brokers, and many other professions? After
reading the 6 essays and completing the 25 puzzles in
this book, you will find yourself wanting to know more
and creating your own topics and categories. Why?
Because . There's just too much black history to think
you could ever know enough.

Four in One
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Nearly 200 word searches are packed with interesting
tidbits about every state and the District of Columbia
as well as the life and times of the Presidents and
First Ladies, from George and Martha Washington to
Donald and Melania Trump. Solutions.

Civil War History Crossword Puzzles
This newly-released 2019 edition features: A beautiful
cover with new fresh design. Additional unique word
search puzzle with 20 words from "The Red Badge Of
Courage" to bring deeper connection and more
enjoyable experience to the readers. This book tells
the story on the cruelty of the American civil war and
how the hero in the story overcome his fear in the
battlefield.

Civil War Word Search
This book brings to the teacher a set of activities
combining the traditional attraction of conventional
word searches with the requirement for actual
research, a quest for knowledge and not just letters in
a word.

U.S. History Word Researches
Sharpen students' critical-thinking and research skills
with this word research. Parents, students, and
teachers will love this history-based puzzle with
corresponding research questions. They're a great
way to practice higher-order thinking skills.
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Sams Teach Yourself PCs in 24 Hours
Present scripts that teach about African American
history, starting in Africa before the transatlantic
slave trade through to current events, focusing on
reading skills improvement and literature-based
history learning.

The Red Badge of Courage (Annotated)
U.S. Presidents & First Ladies Word
Search Puzzles
Sharpen students' critical-thinking and research skills
with this word research. Parents, students, and
teachers will love this history-based puzzle with
corresponding research questions. They're a great
way to practice higher-order thinking skills.

American History Word Researches:
Lyndon B. Johnson
A challenging word search book for young and old,
with puzzles designed to bring the American Civil War
out of dusty history books and into the comfort of
your home. Can you find the words hidden within the
pages? This puzzle book includes: HUNDREDS OF
WORDS, FULL SOLUTIONS: Full of words both familiar
and new - from antebellum, bayonet, or Confederate
through to Vicksburg, Yankee, or zouave; there's
hours of word search fun inside this book. FOR
ADULTS & KIDS: Puzzles are full of words to entertain
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kids and adults alike! MEDIUM-LEVEL CHALLENGE: Not
too easy, but not too hard. You'll be hunting words
which go up, down, left, right, forwards, backwards,
and even diagonally. Enough to keep anyone
entertained, from beginners to pros. PRINTED ON
HIGH-QUALITY PAPER: Puzzles are printed on high
quality white paper. Feel free to use pencils, pens, or
highlighters without worrying about bleed-through.
LEARNING FOR YOUNG AND OLD: Word searches are
a proven method for keeping the mind healthy. Keep
your kids' minds flexible, help your friends and
relatives combat Alzheimer's and Dementia. TRAVEL
SIZE: Five inches by eight means that this book can
travel with you wherever you go! Font sizes are ideal
for the average reader - no squinting required!

Reference Books Bulletin, 2001-2002
Sharpen students' critical-thinking and research skills
with this word research. Parents, students, and
teachers will love this history-based puzzle with
corresponding research questions. They're a great
way to practice higher-order thinking skills.

History Computer Review
Sharpen students' critical-thinking and research skills
with this word research. Parents, students, and
teachers will love this history-based puzzle with
corresponding research questions. They're a great
way to practice higher-order thinking skills.

American History Word Researches: The
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Vietnam War
USA Facts and Fun Word Search Puzzles
textformat=02> This popular collection consists of a
variety of primary sources, all grouped around central
themes in American history since 1865. Each chapter
in this book focuses on a particular problem in
American history since 1865, such as American
involvement in the Vietnam War, pr

American History Word Researches: Civil
War 18611862
Assesses the impact of the enormous carnage of the
Civil War on every aspect of American life from a
material, political, intellectual, cultural, social, and
spiritual perspective.

U.S. History Puzzles, Book 3, Grades 5 - 8
Sharpen students' critical-thinking and research skills
with this word research. Parents, students, and
teachers will love this history-based puzzle with
corresponding research questions. They're a great
way to practice higher-order thinking skills.

American History Word Researches: The
Reconstruction Period
Get a behind the scenes look at a country's inner
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conflict. From 1861 to 1865, our resource brings to
the forefront a war between the north and south of
the United States. Find out that the main problems
that led to the war were slavery, industry versus
agriculture, and state rights. Learn all about Abraham
Lincoln, Ulysses S. Grant, Jefferson Davis, and Robert
E. Lee. Research the Gettysburg Address and decide
for yourself if it is one of the most important speeches
in American history. Get down and dirty as you learn
all about the attack on Fort Sumter, the battle of Bull
Run, and other major meetings of conflict. Delve
deeper into the meaning of the war by exploring its
impact on women and African Americans. Learn about
the 13th, 14th, and 15th Amendments made to the
U.S. Constitution after the war. Aligned to your State
Standards and written to Bloom's Taxonomy,
additional crossword, word search, comprehension
quiz and answer key are also included.

US Constitution Word Search Fun!
The American Journey
Connecticut in the American Civil War offers readers a
remarkable window into the state’s involvement in a
conflict that challenged and defined the unity of a
nation. The arc of the war is traced through the many
facets and stories of battlefield, home front, and
factory. Matthew Warshauer masterfully reveals the
varied attitudes toward slavery and race before,
during, and after the war; Connecticut’s reaction to
the firing on Fort Sumter; the dissent in the state over
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whether or not the sword and musket should be
raised against the South; the raising of troops; the
sacrifice of those who served on the front and at
home; and the need for closure after the war. This
book is a concise, amazing account of a complex and
troubling war. No one interested in this period of
American history can afford to miss reading this
important contribution to our national and local
stories. The paperback edition includes a reading
guide, which is also available at http://www.wesleyan.
edu/wespress/ebooks/materials/warshauer_reading_guide.pdf

The Treesearcher
U.S. History Crossword Puzzles Grades
5-12
American History Word Researches: The
Pre-Civil War Era
Sharpen students' critical-thinking and research skills
with this word research. Parents, students, and
teachers will love this history-based puzzle with
corresponding research questions. They're a great
way to practice higher-order thinking skills.

American History Word Researches:
Zachary Taylor
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Students will love to learn about significant events in
American history with this fun puzzle workbook! From
Columbus' discovery of the New World to the end of
the Cold War, this engaging classroom supplement
presents historical information through crossword,
word search, and hidden message puzzles; review
activities and answer keys are also included. Mark
Twain Media Publishing Company specializes in
providing captivating, supplemental books and
decorative resources to complement middle- and
upper-grade classrooms. Designed by leading
educators, the product line covers a range of subjects
including mathematics, sciences, language arts, social
studies, history, government, fine arts, and character.
Mark Twain Media also provides innovative classroom
solutions for bulletin boards and interactive
whiteboards. Since 1977, Mark Twain Media has
remained a reliable source for a wide variety of
engaging classroom resources.

Connecticut in the American Civil War
The Mark Twain U.S. History Puzzles book enhances
social studies with activities such as crosswords, word
searches, and quizzes. A fun way to teach students
about early settlements and global wars, this middle
school U.S. history book uses puzzle-based activities
to present significant events. Correlated to meet
current state standards, the U.S. History Puzzles book
helps students focus on significant topics and events
in America’s past, including: -the expansion of the
United States -American involvement in global wars
-the increasing role of industrialization and technology
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-equality Mark Twain Media Publishing Company
provides innovative supplemental books and contentrich decorations for middle-grade and upper-grade
classrooms. This product line is designed by leading
educators and features a variety of subjects, including
history, fine arts, science, language arts, social
studies, government, math, and behavior
management.

Teaching the Literatures of the American
Civil War
When Abraham Lincoln met Harriet Beecher Stowe in
1863, he reportedly greeted her as "the little woman
who wrote the book that started this Great War." To
this day, Uncle Tom's Cabin serves as a touchstone
for the war. Yet few works have been selected to
represent the Civil War's literature, even though
historians have filled libraries with books on the war
itself. This volume helps teachers address the
following questions: What is the relation of canonical
works to the multitude of occasional texts that were
penned in response to the Civil War, and how can
students understand them together? Should an
approach to war literature reflect the chronology of
historical events or focus instead on thematic
clusters, generic forms, and theoretical concerns?
How do we introduce students to archival materials
that sometimes support, at other times resist, the
close reading practices in which they have been
trained? Twenty-three essays cover such topics as
visiting historical sites to teach the literature, using
digital materials, teaching with anthologies; soldiers'
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dime novels, Confederate women's diaries, songs,
speeches; the conflicted theme of treason, and the
double-edged theme of brotherhood; how battlefield
photographs synthesize fact and fiction; and the roles
in the war played by women, by slaves, and by
African American troops. A section of the volume
provides a wealth of resources for teachers.

The African-American Heritage Word
Search Puzzle Book
Three million Americans fought during the Civil War.
Six hundred thousand were killed or wounded. Learn
about the war that tore a nation in two, the events
leading up to it, the generals who fought it, and the
country that will never forget it. Twelve puzzles are
dedicated to the people and places that defined our
nation's most costly war.

American Word Search: American Civil
War
From the Crossword Puzzles for the Classroom Series,
U.S. History Crossword Puzzles: Grades 5-12
comprises 10 crossword puzzles: Grammar and
Usage, Settlement and Colonization, The American
Revolution, Westward Expansion, The American Civil
War, Immigration, The Industrial Revolution,
Presidents of the United States, Civics and
Government, Civil Rights, and U.S. History Potpourri.
Also included are 2 Word Search activities and a
Hidden Cities activity. Solutions for all puzzles are
provided.
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American History Word Researches: The
Civil Rights Movement
These 88 puzzles and their solutions offer an
entertaining approach to the life and times of
Presidents and First Ladies, from the Washingtons to
the Trumps and everyone in between.

Civil War Word Search
American Civil War Gr. 5-8
Explore the two major wars that had the biggest
impact on this nation with our American Wars 2-book
BUNDLE. Start off by gaining insight into the events
that created a nation with the American Revolutionary
War. Get a sense of the growing tension between
American settlers and the British with the Boston
Massacre and Boston Tea Party. Find out about
George Washington and Thomas Jefferson's roles
during this conflict. Learn about Paul Revere's ride
and the battles of Lexington and Concord. Then, get a
behind the scenes look at this new country's inner
conflict with the American Civil War. Learn all about
Abraham Lincoln, Ulysses S. Grant, Jefferson Davis,
and Robert E. Lee. Research the Gettysburg Address
and decide for yourself if it is one of the most
important speeches in American history. Learn about
the 13th, 14th, and 15th Amendments made to the
U.S. Constitution after the war. Each concept is paired
with research and application activities. Aligned to
your State Standards and written to Bloom's
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Taxonomy, additional crossword, word search,
comprehension quiz and answer key are also
included.

Civil War
Test your knowledge with this American Civil War
themed word search. The puzzles include everything
from key battlefields and events to generals and their
horses. 50 puzzles with 1000 words to find. Large
print! Solutions included in case you get stuck.
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